Classes and Workshops with Denise Bell of Lost City Knits
Shetland Sky & Sea – 3 hour class
Minimum/Maximum 5/25 students
What skills are required for this class?
Ability to execute standard increases and decreases, and basic chart reading. Experience with laceweight yarn required.
Class Description:
The themes of sky and sea are frequently represented in Shetland designs. Would you expect
anything less from the beautiful but hard-to-reach islands located where the Atlantic Ocean meets
the North Sea?
In this fine lace class we’ll look at two specific Shetland stitches, the Bird’s Eye and the Cockleshell.
Both stitches require a bit of concentration but are well worth the effort when a traditional
Shetland lace shawl is your goal.
What supplies will the students need to bring?
Students need to bring size 4US or 5US circular needles. Sharp-tipped needles are essential with
lace knitting. Students should have on hand stitch markers along with their usual knitting kit
containing scissors etc.
Materials: no additional fee
Teacher will provide lace-weight yarn for class swatch and handouts.

Estonian Style – 3 hour class
Minimum/Maximum 5/25 students
What skills are required for this class?
Ability to execute standard increases and decreases, and basic chart reading. Experience with laceweight yarn required.
Class Description:
The Estonian style of lacework involves several stitches, including nupps and
starflowers that many lace knitters are unfamiliar with or are intimidated by. Unlike a
bobble, a nupp lies flat and has little surface disruption. A starflower begins with the
same first step as the nupp, but rather than building inwards it blooms into an open
feature. Students will see several examples of nupps and starflowers. In finished projects
and work on a sample swatch learning the techniques to execute nupps and starflowers.
What supplies will the students need to bring?
Students need to bring size 4 or 5US circular needle (16” or 24”) with sharp tips. Students should
have on hand stitch markers along with their usual knitting kit containing scissors etc.
Materials:
Teacher will provide lace-weight yarn for class swatch and handouts.
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Unst Effect – Shetland Lace Shawls - 6 hour class over two days
Minimum/Maximum 5/25 students
What skills are required for this class?
Ability to execute standard increases and decreases, and basic chart reading. Experience with laceweight yarn required.
Class Description:
The northern-most reaches of Scotland are the Shetland Islands, renowned for their wool and
knitting traditions. By the time one travels north to the Shetland island of Unst, one is quickly
running out of Scotland. However, the lace there is worth the trek.
Shetland lace was once presented to Queen Victoria, whose excitement over the garment sparked
aristocratic interest and brought the Shetland lace industry into its most popular era.
In this class we will practice traditional “outward” progression methods used in Shetland shawls
and consider current techniques for their construction. Instructor’s photographs of Shetland lace
will be available, and students will knit a swatch using undyed lace-weight yarn provided.
What supplies will the students need to bring?
Students need to bring size 3US needles, two circular (16” or 24”) with sharp tips. Students should
have on hand stitch markers along with their usual knitting kit containing scissors etc.
Materials: no additional fee
Teacher will provide lace-weight yarn for class swatch and handouts.

Heritage Shetland Shawls Knit From Edging To Center 12 – 15 hour retreat workshop
Minimum/Maximum 5/25 students
What skills are required for this class?
Ability to execute standard increases and decreases, and basic chart reading. Experience with laceweight yarn required.
Class Description
In this class you will experience the traditional method of Shetland lace shawl construction,
wherein the knitter begins at the furthest outside edging and works inwards to the center square.
Daunting? A little. Impressive when completed? Oh, yes. Your lace swatch will be knit using 2 ply
lace weight merino supplied by the teacher. Exciting techniques experienced in class will include
edging strip knitting, lace patterning on both sides, and grafting - all in a construction method that
is considered the reverse of modern lace.
Upon completion of your class swatch you'll have all of the skills required to knit a Shetland lace
shawl in the same fashion as those gifted by Arthur Anderson to Queen Victoria after her
coronation, and which sparked a craze in the finest lace shawls from Unst, the most northerly
island of Shetland.
What supplies will the students need to bring?
Students need to bring size 3US needles, two circular (16” or 24”) with sharp tips. Students should
have on hand stitch markers along with their usual knitting kit containing scissors etc.
Materials: no additional fee
Teacher will provide lace-weight yarn for class swatch and handouts.
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Wrapped in Warmth – Shetland Hap Shawls – 3 hour class
Minimum/Maximum 5/25 students
What skills are required for this class?
Ability to execute standard increases and decreases, and basic chart reading.
Class Description:
Not all Shetland shawls are knit from skinny yarn and can pass through a wedding ring. While we
love those that do, the traditional Shetland Hap Shawl is generally knit with jumper (fingering)
weight yarn in the natural colors of true Shetland bred sheep. In this class we're going to add a little
twist to the traditional everyday Shetland shawl. Bring three to five solid-colored fingering-weight
non-superwash wool yarns to class. While the traditional choices are natural sheep colors, your
swatch need not be so. Scraps of 100-200 yards are perfectly fine for our swatch. (There is a time
and place for multi-color superwash sock yarns, but this is neither.) For this class you'll choose one
of your colors as your main color and plan the others to coordinate a pleasing palette. We'll discuss
traditional techniques and color placement in class and work on a swatch to learn the basics of
modern Half Hap Shawl construction.
What supplies will the students need to bring?
Students should bring a size 5US or 6US circular needle(s) in both 24 and 32 inch length (or
interchangeable cords), stitch markers and the usual knitting kit. Also bring three to five solidcolored fingering-weight non-superwash wool yarns of 100-200 yards each, and colored pencils or
crayons in shades representing your chosen swatch colors with maybe a few more to play around
with. (Instructor will supply graph paper.)
HOMEWORK TO BE DONE BEFORE CLASS
Using the color chosen as your MC (Main Color) knit a triangle shape beginning with one stitch,
leaving a 6” tail, increasing one stitch EVERY row in the following method (both front and back) until
you have 55 stitches.
Increasing method: *Yarn over, knit across to the last stitch, knit into the back of the loop of last
stitch*. Turn and repeat until you have 55 stitches. Do not cut or break working yarn.
Skinny On Lace Class – 3 hour class
Minimum/Maximum 5/25 students
What skills are required for this class?
Ability to execute standard increases and decreases. We will learn basic chart reading in class for
those students unfamiliar with charts.
Class Description:
While it's true that any type of yarn can be used to make lace and that there are many wonderful
works made from heavier yarns, there is something special about a lace shawl made from laceweight yarn. There is no need to be lace-phobic!
If you've admired light weight shawls that lift with a gentle breeze and weigh next to nothing but
felt intimidated by wispy yarn, it's time to get your skinny on. Learn from a self-acknowledged lace
junkie the basics of triangle shawl knitting and start your own lace-weight shawl in class. We'll
discuss chart reading symbols, pattern repeat boxes, odd and even rows, no stitch, yarn choices,
and lifelines. You'll learn the basics of lace shawl construction. By the time class is over you will
have a start on your very own lace shawl and the confidence to complete it.
What supplies will the students need to bring?
Students need to bring a size 4US or 5US circular needle with sharp tips. Students should have on
hand four stitch markers along with their usual knitting kit containing scissors etc. One skein of
SOLID colored lace weight merino or wool yarn of at least 700 yards. Since this is a beginning lace
class fibers such as silk, alpaca, mohair or bamboo are not recommended. Save those for a later use.
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The Possibilities of Pi – 3 hour class
Minimum/Maximum 5/25 students
What skills are required for this class?
Ability to execute standard increases and decreases, and basic chart reading.
Class Description:
Whether you learned about Pi Shawls from reading an Elizabeth Zimmermann book, from seeing them
in Ravelry, or admiring them on display in a museum, you already know they are round and use the
precision of the mathmatical forumula Pi for increasing the size of the shawl. Don’t let that math scare
you!
When knitting a square, rectangle, or triangle shawl you have numerous options on how to begin,
including bottom-up, side-to-side, and top-down. A Pi Shawl, on the other hand, always starts in the
center and grows in circumference. In this class we’ll start by learning the Emily Ocker cast on, then
using an easy-to-understand mathmatical formula and stitch dictionaries, we’ll begin a shawl swatch
using lace weight merino, which will be supplied by the teacher.
Circular shawls are particularly fun because they are knit in the round. The rest rounds are knit rather
than purled, so progress goes quickly.
We’ll start on double point needles and move to a small circular needle as we progress in class. You’ll
learn the Pi Shawl formula and tips on choosing stitch patterns to enlarge your swatch. We’ll talk a
little bit at the end of class about blocking and various ways to wear a circular shawl.
(If you are proficient using the Magic Loop method, feel free to bring a circular needle the appropriate
size although we will NOT be learning or discussing Magic Loop in this class.)
What supplies will the students need to bring?
Size 4 or 5US dpns (5 needles), Size 4 or 5US 24” circular needle, and a small crochet hook. ALL class
needles need sharp tips!
Your favorite Stitch Dictionary, stitch markers, scissors, and your regular knitting kit.
Lace On The Edge - 3 hour class
Minimum/Maximum 5/25 students
What skills are required for this class?
Ability to execute standard increases and decreases, and basic chart reading.
Class Description:
Victorian knitters worked spectacular lace edgings and attached them to garments. In this class we’ll swatch
several edgings from knitting charts and discuss several different ways to attach them to existing garments such
as ready-made or hand-made skirts and shirts. Lace edgings are an easy way to make a garment unique.
What supplies will the students need to bring?
Students need to bring a size 4US needle with sharp tips. Students should have on hand their usual
knitting kit containing scissors etc.
Materials
Teacher will provide yarn for class swatch and handouts.
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Wrap Your Head Around Applique – The Calaveras Applique Class - 6 hour class over two days
Minimum/Maximum 5/25 students
What skills are required for this class?
Simple hand stitching.
Class Description:
The oldest example of appliqué -- an Egyptian funeral tent -- dates to 980 BC and was made of gazelle hides.
In the Calaveras Class ("Calaveras" means skull, typically sugar skulls) we'll bring the practice of needle turn
appliqué current by using cotton scraps, embroidery thread, and our wild imaginations to create an
appliquéd square featuring a sugar skull as typically seen in Mexican celebrations.
This will be a two day class with 3 hours each day. The first session will focus on the needle turn appliqué
technique, the second will focus on free form embroidery to decorate your fabric square.
What supplies will the students need to bring?
Necessary class supplies include the following: scraps of cotton in a variety of colors and patterns including a 12
inch square of black or dark blue cotton for the background, and a white or off white 10 inch square of cotton for
the skull itself. Also required are embroidery floss in a range of bright colors, embroidery needles, appliqué
needles, silk pins, sharp scissors for cutting fabric and paper, a pencil, and a thimble.

A Trilogy of Northern Lace: Shetland, Orenburg, and Estonian 15 hour retreat workshop
Minimum/Maximum 5/25 students
What skills are required for this class?
Ability to execute standard increases and decreases, and basic chart reading. Experience with laceweight yarn required.
Class Description:
In this workshop we will examine three of the most-loved lace knitting traditions: Shetland, Orenburg,
and Estonian. Each tradition has its own unique stitches, grafting styles, and methods of construction.
We’ll delve into each tradition by knitting a small swatch, practicing time honored techniques, and
discussing how modern methods might alter the process. Don’t let the complexity of these samples
intimidate you - by the end of this workshop you’ll have a better understanding of how different each
develops as well as the experience to tackle larger projects.
What supplies will the students need to bring?
Students need to bring size 4 / 3.5 mm needles, both circular and double pointed, 5/ 4.0 mm needles,
4/3.0 mm needles with sharp tips. Students should have on hand stitch markers along with their usual
knitting kit containing scissors etc.
Materials: no additional fee
Teacher will provide lace-weight yarn for class swatch and handouts.
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Shetland Lace – A Londoner’s Approach - 6 hour class
Minimum/Maximum 5/25 students
What skills are required for this class?
Ability to execute standard increases and decreases, and basic chart reading.
Experience with lace-weight yarn required.
Class Description:
Shetland knitted lace is a beloved tradition with a unique construction method. In
1975 Gladys Amedro, originally of London, moved to the island of Yell in Shetland and
began designing Shetland lace using a combination of traditional and non-traditional
methods. In this class we will knit a swatch using Mrs. Amedro’s method of working
from the edge to the center.
What supplies will the students need to bring?
4US needles both circular and double pointed. Students should have on hand stitch
markers along with their usual knitting kit containing scissors etc. White merino lace
yarn will be provided by the teacher.

Sharp Teeth – Orenburg Lace Shawl Costruction - 6 hour class over 2 days
Minimum/Maximum 5/25 students
What skills are required for this class?
Ability to execute standard increases and decreases, and basic chart reading.
Experience with lace-weight yarn required.
Class Description:
Orenburg lace construction is unique and quite clever. In this two session class we’ll
work a swatch in the traditional manner that combines both the toothy edging and
the center as one process.
What supplies will the students need to bring?
4US needles both circular and double pointed. Students should have on hand stitch
markers along with their usual knitting kit containing scissors etc. White merino lace
yarn will be provided by the teacher.

Framed – Estonian Shawl Construction – 3 hour class
Minimum/Maximum 5/25 students
What skills are required for this class?
Ability to execute standard increases and decreases, and basic chart reading.
Experience with lace-weight yarn required.
Class Description:
Estonian lace shawls are beautiful and impressive. In this class we will focus on
learning how to knit nupps, edgings and how the traditional Estonian white shawl is
constructed and seamed.
What supplies will the students need to bring?
4US needles both circular and double pointed. Students should have on hand stitch
markers along with their usual knitting kit containing scissors etc. White merino lace
yarn will be provided by the teacher.
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Stitch From Life – Applique and Embroidery Workshop – 12-15 hour retreat workshop
Minimum/Maximum 5/25 students
What skills are required for this class?
Basic hand sewing.
Class Description:
Using needle, thread, and fabric to express yourself requires little
training but can be incredibly rewarding. In this workshop we’ll work
at your pace to create meaningful applique art and embroidery blocks
that depicts how you feel, an event in your life, or a goal for the
future. We will learn some basic techniques of applique and
embroidery, but we’ll tell and share stories as well.
What supplies will the students need to bring?
Bring a variety of fabric scraps including several 10x10 squares, silk or
cotton thread, embroidery floss, tapestry wool, or perle cotton; applique
and embroidery needles, silk pins, sharp scissors, a pencil or quilting pen,
and, importantly, several photos, drawings, or magazine pages that
depict ideas you’d like to inspire your work.
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